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Alcatrsz ca. 1905. Army citadel at top of island. Original lighthouse showrt was first on West Coast (1854).

brief chronology of alcatraz island
First sighting of San Francisco Bay by the
Spanish Navy.

Alcatraz Island reserved for "public purpose'
by executive order of President Millard Fillmore. While the specific public purpose is
not declared in the reservation order, sub

sequent documents and events indicate the

original purpose of reservation was military.

First Spanish entrance into San Francisco Bay.
Alcatraz Island sighted and named "Islade

1853-1858

los Alcatraces" (Island of the Pelicans) by

Military fort and lighthouse construction by
Army engineers. The fortifications and

Royal Spanish Navy. Apparently, the Spanish

on the West Coast.

Don Juan Manuel de Ayala, Lieutenant of the
title claim stemmed from this exploration.
1775-1840

During this period there are no local records
of any occupation or use by the Spanish.

lighthouse were the first to be constructed

1854

Alcatraz lighthouse begins operation.
1858

Completion of initial fortifications.

Julian Workman petitions to Rio Pico, last

Mexican Governor of California, for a grant of
title to Alcatraz Island (apparently to settle

1866
Additional fortifications built.

a debt).

Governor Pico grants Alcatraz to Workman
upon the condition that Workman erect a
lighthouse on the island.

War Department designates Alcatraz as a place

of confinement for military prisoners with

long sentences. Apparently the use of Alcatraz
as a place of confinement dates unofficially

Bear Flag Revolt ends Mexican rule of
California. A series of conflicting claims and
litigations over title to Alcatraz ensues.

to 1859. It was used to hold Civil War pri

soners, and, between 1870 to 1890, to detain

Indian prisoners. During and after World War

I, prisoners of war were confined there.
Alcatraz Island ceded to U.S. Government
by Republic of Mexico.

